Join us on Monday, 20 April at 1200 – 1400
COMP-Northwest
For an Army Medicine Experience with the U.S. Army Medical Marketing Semi and presentation by Captain Greer, Current Madigan Resident

Captain Devon Greer, M.D.
• Current ENT Resident at Madigan Army Medical Center
• Recipient of the Army Health Professions Scholarship Program (HPSP)
• Graduate of Oregon Health and Science University School of Medicine

The Medical Marketing Semi showcases the technology, research, education and opportunities available to today’s Army health care professional. Visitors encounter the latest innovations in medical technology developed in partnership with civilian industry leaders, including portable oxygen generators and electro-current bandages. Larger displays include prosthetics and Army led research in the field of Traumatic Brain Injury. Training is highlighted by a station with a state-of-the-art mannequin used in Army medical simulation centers across the country. Videos with testimonials from medical professionals about opportunities and experiences available in today’s Army complement the interactive displays.